Hello,
Here are your Summer Assignments to get you ready for 7th grade. DUE Aug 21st.

Mrs. Martin - martian@cpsboe.k12.oh.us

Summer Assignments - 100 pts -

You MUST MAKE A COPY/Download/Open with Kami to use the Answer document provided to record your responses.
You will be instructed WHEN/HOW to submit during the First Week of School.
DO NOT ASK TO SUBMIT UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF SCHOOL.

Part 1- 25 pts -
- EdPuzzle - Edpuzzle Code (Mrs. Martin’s Summer Assignments) OR Scan this QR Code - Enter Class Code (inrufez)

USE YOUR REAL NAME - NO NICKNAMES, YOU WON’T GET CREDIT.

Watch this video & Answer the questions. After watching the video & answering the questions, Click “SHOW RESULTS” and log your results on the answer document that you made a Copy of OR downloaded.


**** Part 2 & 3 on the Next page ****
Social Studies Summer Assignments & Supply list

Part 2 - 25 pts - Define the 20 Vocabulary Terms. Write the definition on the Diagram provided.

- History-
- Culture-
- Archeology-
  - remains-
- Artifacts-
- Primary source-
- Secondary source-
- Geography-
- Landforms-
- Hominid -
- Ancestor -
- Paleolithic Era -
- Mesolithic Era-
- Neolithic Era -
- Nomads -
- Hunter - gatherers -
- Agriculture-
- Fertile Crescent
- Hammurabi Codes

Studying & Understanding History
The world’s first civilizations developed in Asia and Africa after people learned how to farm. These civilizations began in river valleys, which were perfect places for people to grow crops. Farming was essential to a settled lifestyle.

Part 3 - 50 pts - Diagram Use the edpuzzle videos below to complete the diagram.

- *Paleolithic Art Overview -
- *Paleolithic & Neolithic Eras -
- *The Mesolithic Period -

Complete the Diagram on the “The Evolution of Man”
  - Identify the 3 eras of time (Paleo,Meso & Neolithic) and how they affected the growth of man
  - Include Any inventions or advancements in technology of that era (example Invented writing)

* Charts/lists of the inventions are not necessary but can be included.
You can watch this - Flocabulary - Fertile Crescent 
There is NO Assignment - just information.

G7 Social Studies Supply List

- 1 - 2 pocket folders
- 1 Spiral or Composition Book (only if you prefer taking handwritten notes over computer)
- Markers, crayons, colored pencils or other media for some projects. Can be kept at home.